
 

 

 ROLL THE DICE! 
1)  Pass out a dice to everyone at the party/build excitement about WHAT is going to 
happen with this dice! 
2)  Let everyone “TAKE A CHANCE” say something like this: 
             “NOW we are going to play a fun game with your DICE…you GET to “roll the 
dice and WIN!”   When your roll an ODD number, you GET to pick a gift from my 
bowl/basket to take home!  When you roll an EVEN number…”You EVEN get me and 
you EVEN get a BIGGER GIFT”…just me and your girlfriends, my plastic bowls, and 
a gift valued for $____  from this basket/bowl when you have me in to see what’s hot and 
new from Tupperware!” 
3)  If they get an ODD number, you can say “I know the ODDs are that you probably 
want to me in to get all the great free gifts…”  (talk to them about dating anyways!)  

  GIFT BOX DATING 
Wrap a shoe box or some type of box that you can take the cover off easily and put a gift 
inside that you can offer a host.  Tie 2-4 key chains on the ribbon of the box.  Tell that 
host “When 3 of the key chains on the box are picked by friends of yours who will have 
me in to host a get together with their friends, YOU GET what’s inside the box from me! 
(You can even put specific dates/times in the key chain or attached to give ‘choice’ of 
date/time but also control your date book.)  BUILD EXCITEMENT ABOUT THE GIFT, 
and MAKE IT LOOK VERY SPECIAL so the host will be excited about getting what is 
inside and encourages her friends to take a key chain (suggest word choices/have fun!)  

HAPPY BAG DATING 
Use gift bags with “HAPPY FACE” stickers, pictures, etc. on them and fill each bag with 
items that a host can get from you by saying YES to dating a Tupperware party. You can 
use the dating gift, small product, gadget/net items.  Make the bags look FUN and 
inviting.  Say something like this: 
“These are my HAPPY BAGS!!!”  YOU will make ME…VERY HAPPY, when you 
decide that you will have me in, some friends, my great products, and choose to earn 
some great FREE gifts!”  The bags range from $___ to $___ in value and when you 
choose a HAPPY BAG (and make me VERY VERY HAPPY), I will present your gift 
that is inside the bag to you at your get together so your friends can see how HAPPY 
YOU ARE that you decided to have me in to earn more FREE GIFTS from Tupperware!  
Which “HAPPY” Bag do you want to choose to get the gift inside!  (after they 
pick…label gift to give at the next party…say, “YOU MADE ME VERY HAPPY!!!” 


